Many scientists rely on indexing and query to identify trends and anomalies within extreme-scale scientific data. Compressed bitmap indexing (e.g., FastBit) is the go-to indexing method for many scientific datasets and query workloads. Recently, the ALACRITY compressed inverted index was shown as a viable alternative approach. Notably, though FastBit and ALACRITY employ very different data structures (inverted list vs. bitmap) and binning methods (bit-wise vs. decimal-precision), close examination reveals marked similarities in index structure.
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SSDBM '15, June 29 -July 01, 2015, La Jolla, CA, USA many scientists turn to indexing and query processing. Indexing is often indispensable in making large-scale data exploration and query-driven visualization tractable, especially since most analysis clusters are relatively performance-limited compared to simulation supercomputers.
Many scientific datasets are structured, spatio-temporal, include many variables (i.e. columns), are read-/appendonly, and/or are explored with highly multi-variate queries. In such cases, compressed bitmap indexing [21, 8, 4, 17] is widely used. Through evaluations with, e.g., the popular FastBit [22] implementation, bitmap indexing has been shown to outperform traditional database indexing for such scientific data in both space and time [23] .
Recently, the ALACRITY [13, 14, 26] system presented an alternative indexing paradigm. Using a completely different data structure, the delta-compressed inverted index, ALAC-RITY demonstrates substantially lower index sizes vs. compressed bitmaps, though decompression during query yields commensurately higher CPU costs. Yet, despite these differences, ALACRITY and FastBit bear marked similarities, as well. To name a few: both systems associate a data structure (inverted list or bitmap) with each unique value in a dataset, respond to queries via unions of these data structures, and may use "binning" to handle high data cardinality.
Motivated by these observed similarities in scientific index design, we pose two questions. First, "Is there a general model for a type of indexing that encompasses both FastBit and ALACRITY?" And second, if so, "Can such a generalized model lead us to new, related indexing methods?" The purpose of this paper is to address these two research questions, and our findings answer both in the affirmative.
We begin by addressing the first question, presenting a formal model for "value-sliced indexing" and associated query processing in Section 3. This model decomposes bitmap and inverted indexing, defining the orthogonal steps common to both types of indexing. The model covers all existing common bitmap indexing techniques known to us, including compression, binning, and index encodings, as well as ALACRITY inverted indexing and its variants.
Based on this decomposition of the value-sliced indexing process, our second contribution is the development of a new form of index: the hyperdyadic tree index. Distinct from both bitmap and inverted indexing, the hyperdyadic tree (or HD-tree) index exhibits substantially smaller index sizes than the WAH-compressed bitmap index (by a factor of 1.14x to 1.90x in our experiments on real scientific data), while still achieving comparable or superior performance across most queries tested. The algorithms and data structures for the HD-tree index are detailed in Section 4.
Finally, we return to the formal indexing model and use it to develop our third contribution: the Parallel Indexing and Query Unified Engine (PIQUE). By realizing the abstract concepts of the value-sliced indexing model in a system implementation, PIQUE synthesizes disparate indexing techniques into one framework: from WAH bitmaps, indexing encodings, and precision binning ported from FastBit; to ALACRITY inverted indexing and sigbits binning; to our new HD-tree method. Furthermore, since our model decomposes value-sliced indexing into orthogonal stages, PIQUE is able to combine techniques from different sources: for instance, PIQUE can build an index combining ALACRITY significant-bits binning, our new HD-tree indexing, and (traditionally bitmap-only) interval encoding. Our implementation is discussed in Section 5.
In summary, we 1) develop a formal, generalized model for "value-sliced indexing" (covering bitmap and ALACRITY indexing), 2) design a completely new type of index (the HDtree index), and 3) build a unified indexing and query framework implementation (PIQUE) realizing our model and supporting a wide array of bitmap, ALACRITY, and HD-tree indexing techniques. Performance evaluation in Section 6 underscores not only the efficacy of the HD-tree index (high index compression with competitive query performance), but also the flexibility of the PIQUE framework. Potential future work on generalized indexing is discussed in Section 7.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Scientific Indexing
Traditional DBMSs have a long history of indexing methodologies, such the classic B-tree and its variants [9] , but these methods are not well suited to multi-dimensional queries over high-dimensional, read-mostly scientific datasets [20] . Instead, bitmap indexes have been shown to be more effective for these types of queries and datasets [16, 23] , thus bitmap-based databases such as FastBit [22] have become the standard for indexing scientific data. Bitmap indexing has successfully been applied on extreme-scale scientific data [8, 4] .
Many of the key developments in bitmap indexing have been in compression, index encoding, and binning. Compression techniques, such as WAH, not only reduce index storage, but can also speed up query performance [24] , and so are an integral part of modern bitmap indexing. Complementing compression to reduce bitmap size, index encodings compose and layer bitmaps to optimize for space, query time, reduced I/O, and particular query types. Several encodings have been developed beyond basic equality encoding (which utilizes one bitmap per attribute value), including range, binary and multi-component encodings [5] , interval encoding [6] , and multi-level encodings; at least one extensive survey exists [25] . Finally, binning methods such as (decimal-)precision [19] and significant-bits [13] limit attribute cardinality to reduce index size, making indexes on high-cardinality attributes tractable [21] .
Recently, inverted indexing techniques have been applied to scientific data, yielding substantially higher compression than compressed bitmaps [13] . These inverted indexes remain conducive to binning, in situ aggregation [14] , and set intersection [26] . This disruption of the status quo in scientific indexing serves as a motivator for this paper's search for further new indexing methods.
Our contribution of generalizing the bitmap, ALACRITY, and now hyperdyadic tree index types, is unprecedented to our knowledge. However, such generalization efforts have precedent in the database community. For example, the GiST model generalizes search tree-based indexes [11] . In another instance, the multi-component bitmap encoding [5] unifies equality, range, binary-component, and bit-sliced indexes, while also uncovering new bitmap index design choices. In similar form, we generalize the bitmap index to encompass other index types previously considered unrelated, then leverage this model to develop the new HD-tree index.
Quadtrees
Prior work on quadtrees and compression has strongly influenced our development of the hyperdyadic tree index in this paper. Quadtrees and octrees are inveterate in computer science, with research going back decades [18] . Of particular relevance in this paper are the development of linear quadtrees [10] , DF-expressions [12] , and later the breadthfirst linear quadtree encodings FBLQ [7] and CBLQ [15] , all of which enable compact serialization and (for the latter) efficient set operations.
Though we are unaware of any value-indexing method (as opposed to spatial indexing) for array data based on quadtrees, the k 2 -tree has been used to index and query raster data for GIS systems [2] .
FORMALIZATION OF VALUE-SLICED INDEXING
In order to define indexing and querying, we must first define our data. Note: hereafter, we use ZN = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, NN = {1, 2, . . . , N }, P (X) the set of all subsets of X (i.e., the power set), and
the set of all intervals of a totally-ordered set S. Definition 3.1. A data variable D is a linearized list of n values from a given value domain set V with total order ≤ (e.g., V = R). That is, D is a function D : Zn → V , where Zn = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. A record ID (or RID) r ∈ Zn is a position within the data variable, and corresponds to a value D(r) ∈ V .
Given such a data variable, a user may ask which record IDs have values within a given range, for example, [10, 20] . Such a range query is answered by the query function:
The query function maps a given range query interval q ⊆ IV to the set of record IDs with values in that range, that is, Q (q) = {r ∈ Zn | D(r) ∈ q}.
Note that equality queries are special cases of range queries, [a, a] = {a} ⊂ V , as are one-sided range queries, [a, inf) ⊂ V . a quantization maps data values to a set of quantized keys, partitioning the data variable into bins (sets of record IDs sharing the same quantized key)
1 . An RSet representation (short for RID set representation) is a data structure that can hold a set of record IDs (or RIDs); an RSet is a single instance of an RSet representation. Finally, an encoding produces a series of encoded RSets, each the union of one or more bins according to some pattern; the purpose of an encoding is to optimize for index size, query performance, etc. Figures 1 depicts an example of this process; formal definitions follow. 
where K is a discrete set of quantized keys, such that: 1. K has a total order ≤ consistent with that of V (i.e., v1 ≤ v2 ⇐⇒ Q(v1) ≤ Q(v2)); and 2. Q has a "full inverse" (preimage) function A quantization thus defines a partition of V , and by extension the record IDs Zn based on their corresponding values in D. We call this latter partition the bins of D, defined as the sequence B = (B1, B2, . . . , B b ) where Bi = {j ∈ ZN | Q(D(j)) = ki}. Thus, each quantized bin key corresponds to exactly one bin of RIDs. A bin's bin ID is its position within B; thus, the bin ID of bin Bi is i.
Examples of quantizations include no binning or equality binning (K = V and Q(v) = v) and fixed binning (K = {1, 2, . . . b}, with i ∈ K corresponding to (non-mutuallyoverlapping) ranges ri = [ai, bi) ⊂ V , and Q(v) = i ⇐⇒ v ∈ ri). Other examples include "decimal-precision binning" [19] and "significant-bits binning" [13] . 1 Note: despite the existence of a quantization step and our use of "bin" terminology, a value-sliced index need not use "binning" per se; the identity function is a valid quantization, which effectively "disables" binning. Definition 3.5. An RSet representation R is a bijective function R : P (Zn) → R mapping any set of RIDs to a corresponding RSet data structure representing these RIDs (R is the set of all possible output data structure instances under R). This data structure must support the set operations union, intersection, and complement over Zn, and must also be (de)serializable from/to binary form; that is, there must exist a bijective function R → {0, 1}
* . Because R is bijective, there exists inverse function R −1 : R → P (Zn) mapping an RSet back to its represented RIDs.
An RSet representation can be thought of as a concrete implementation of the "set of RIDs" abstract data type, while an RSet is an instantiation of some RSet representation. Examples of RSet representations include: bitmaps (compressed or otherwise), inverted indexes (i.e. RID lists, compressed or otherwise), and the hyperdyadic tree proposed later in this paper. Definition 3.6. An index encoding E is an algorithm whose input is a positive integer number of bins b, and whose output is a list of sets of positive integer bin IDs (β1, β2, . . . , βr) with βi ⊆ N b , which indicates how to construct the encoded RSets for an index with b bins.
If applied in the context of a data variable with bins B and an RSet representation R, an index encoding's returned list of r sets of bin IDs defines corresponding encoded RSets (E1, E2, . . . , Er) such that Ei = R j∈β i Bj . That is, the ith encoded RSet is obtained by taking the union of the bins specified by the ith set of bin IDs returned by E, followed by applying the active RSet representation.
Common encodings include equality encoding, which stores each bin as its own encoded RSet (r = b, βi = {i}), and range encoding [5] , where each encoded RSet covers bins before or at its position (r = b − 1, βi = {1, 2, . . . , i}). Other encodings are mentioned in Section 2 and surveyed in prior work [25] . However, all index encodings in the literature are limited to the bitmap index; Definition 3.6 and later Section 3.2 demonstrate for the first time how index encoding may be generalized to any RSet representation.
For an index encoding to be useful, it must be "reversible":
Definition 3.7. An index decoder E −1 corresponding to index encoding E is an algorithm whose input is a set of bin IDs S and the list of encoded RSets defined by E, and whose output is a mathematical expression X consisting of a series of set operations (union, intersection, complement) over some subset of the encoded RSets provided as input. Evaluating X shall yield a single RSet RS representing the union of all bins specified in S; that is, RS = R i∈S Bi . Note: in this paper, we only consider "complete" [6] encodings, i.e., those with a corresponding index decoder.
An index decoder is defined to return an unevaluated expression, rather than an evaluated result. This ensures decoding is possible using only set operations over encoded RSets, rather than arbitrary computation, preserving orthogonality between index encodings and RSet representations.
Finally, we can assemble these the components of quantization, RSet representation, and index encoding to define a value-sliced index: Definition 3.8. A value-sliced index IQ,R,E on a data variable D is the list of encoded RSets IQ,R,E = (E1, E2, . . . , Er) yielded by quantization Q, RSet representation R, and index encoding E, as per their individual definitions.
The foregoing definitions fully encompass existing literature on binning, compression, and encoding research, to our knowledge, as well as ALACRITY and the HD-tree of this paper. For example, a simple bitmap indexes is modeled as (equality binning, bitmap, equality encoding), a common FastBit configuration as (precision binning, WAH bitmap, interval encoding), and ALACRITY as (significant-bits binning, PFOR-Delta inverted list, equality encoding).
Querying a Value-sliced Index
We now show how to compute the query function Q using a value-sliced index IQ,R,E. The first step in answering a range query is to determine which quantized keys cover the query range. Then, the union of the corresponding bins is computed as a result RSet, accomplished by combining some encoded RSets combined via set operations according to the index decoder. Finally, the result RSet may be optionally converted to an RID list for the user.
First, we begin by identifying which index bins are of interest in answering a query: Definition 3.9. Given a query range q ∈ IV and a valuesliced index IQ,R,E, a bin Bi ∈ B with corresponding quantized bin key ki ∈ K is a touched bin, and ki is a touched bin key, iff Q −1 (ki) ∩ q = ∅. The set bin IDs for touched bins (or bin keys) under q is denoted as T (q, K ) = {i ∈ |K | | ki is a touched bin key}.
To compute touched bins in practice, we note that quantized bin keys that fall strictly between the quantized query range endpoints are always touched, and those that fall strictly without are never touched; those equal to a quantized query endpoint require further checking using Definition 3.9.
As a special case, we define queries that are "aligned to bin boundaries": Definition 3.10. Given a value-sliced index IQ,R,E and a query range q ∈ IV , the query range is said to be aligned to bin boundaries or bin-aligned iff, for every touched bin Bi with quantized bin key ki, q ∩ Q −1 (ki) = Q −1 (ki), that is, the bin range of every touched bin is covered by q.
For now, we assume all query ranges are aligned to bin boundaries. In this case, the set of RIDs whose values fulfill a query q is exactly the union of all touched bins, that is, Q(q) = {Bi | i ∈ T (q, B)}. Extension to non-aligned queries via candidate checks is discussed in Section 3.3.
In order to recover the union of the touched bins, it is necessary to decode the index encoding that was applied. This is relatively straightforward given the existing of an index decoder E −1 ; therefore, we can now define an algorithm Query that computes Q:
function Query(q ∈ IV , IQ,R,E) S = T (q, K ) compute touched bin IDs
eval expr. to get result RSet A = R −1 (RS) convert result RSet to RIDs return A return answer to query end function
Candidate Checks and Non-aligned Queries
Up to now, we have assumed all queries are bin-aligned. In practice, however, this is not always the case; when (nonequality) binning is used, most queries will incur candidate bins that are only partially covered by the query. For exact query results, original values at all candidate RIDs must be compared against the query range, in a process known as candidate checking [21] . Though we do not delve into candidate checks in this paper, we believe the core definitions here are a sufficient foundation for future extensions, including candidate checks.
METHOD -THE HYPERDYADIC INDEX
Besides providing the theoretical basis for PIQUE (Section 5), the foregoing formal definitions yield a key insight toward developing our new RSet representation, the hyperdyadic tree. Specifically, Definition 3.5 states that an RSet representation may be any data structure for storing a set of RIDs, provided that it 1. supports set operations, and 2. can be serialized to binary form. Based on this definition, we consider the quadtree as a viable basis for RSet representation. Quadtrees support efficient set operation algorithms [18] and give good compression on monochrome images [15] . However, at face value, two issues seem to disqualify quadtrees as good RSet representations: quadtrees operate on a 2D domain (not the 1D domain of RIDs needed here), and serialization of pointer-based quadtrees to binary form is non-trivial.
Instead, we propose the hyperdyadic tree (or HD-tree) data structure, which, while closely related to the quadtree, addresses these two concerns. The HD-tree is actually a class of data structures; it must be parameterized with a positive integer k (i.e., a kHD-tree). A kHD-tree represents a tree that is structurally identical to k-dimensional quadtree: each node is either a leaf, or has exactly 2 k children. However, the interpretation and storage of an HD-tree differ from those of a quadtree.
In terms of interpretation, recall that a k-dimensional quadtree represents a recursive subdivision of a k-dimensional monochrome "image" into orthants (k-dimensional quadrants), until each orthant is uniform in color (black or white) 2 . In contrast, a kHD-tree recursively subdivides a 1D voxel space into 2 k equal-length slices each step, each of length 2 kj for progressively decreasing non-negative integers j. For instance, a 2HD-tree will subdivide a 64-element space into intervals of 2 (2·2) = 16, then 2 (2·1) = 4, then finally 2 (2·0) = 1. Figure 2 depicts an example of this scenario. Intervals of the aforementioned form are known as dyadic intervals, and the parameter k is analogous to the dimensionality of a kdimensional quadtree (a hyperquadtree); hence the name, hyperdyadic tree.
In terms of storage, the traditional quadtree is pointerbased, which is difficult to serialize. In response, methods for serializing quadtrees and octrees have been developed, including DF-expressions [12] and linear octrees [10] (an extensive survey may be found here [18] ). Later, the ConstantBit Linear Quadtree (or CBLQ) [15] was developed, and was shown to theoretically require less storage than either DF-expressions or linear octrees, while also supporting set operations directly on the compact representation. These properties commend the CBLQ as a basis for an RSet representation. A CBLQ is a breadth-first encoding of a quadtree, with each internal node being encoded as a 4-code word describing the children of that node. Leaf nodes are only encoded indirectly, as children of their parents. Each code may be either 0, 1, or 2, corresponding to a white, black, or gray child, respectively. A CBLQ word thus consists of one byte containing four 2-bit codes packed together. Figure 3 depicts a CBLQ coding of the 2HD-tree from Figure 2 (possible because a 2HD-tree is structurally the same as a quadtree).
We adapt this CBLQ coding, generalizing it to store kHDtrees for any k. However, it turns out that CBLQ-coded HD-trees yield lackluster indexing and query performance at first. Upon investigation, we identify four areas critical to indexing and query processing in which the CBLQ and its associated algorithms are ineffective: compression, bulk construction of many CBLQs, bulk set operations between many CBLQs, and conversion to RIDs.
Therefore, we substantial modify the base CBLQ coding for storing HD-trees, addressing all of these shortfalls. Each issue is discussed separately in Sections 4.1 through 4.4. The end result of these efforts is the fully-realized HD-tree RSet representation that achieves competitive indexing and query performance.
Compact Dense Suffix Coding
The original CBLQ uses 2-bit codes in every word. However, for our HD-tree coding, we note that words in the lowest level never have internal nodes as children, and therefore consist of only 0-codes and 1-codes (the 2-code indicates the existence of a child internal node). This can be seen in Figure 3 , for example. Thus, our implementation eliminates this wasted space by using one-bit codes at the lowest level, which we call the dense suffix of the coded HD-tree.
Besides yielding a significant space reduction, dense suffix coding continues to admit existing set operation algorithms with minimal modification. This will be described in greater detail in section 4.3. However, the key factor is that the set operation algorithms process HD-trees one level at a time, and this is the same level across all HD-trees involves in the operation; therefore the code for the final level can simply be replaced bit-wise operations vs. 2-bit code-based operations.
A similar observation may be made about some prefix of HD-tree words: typically, only 0-and 2-codes will appear until lower down in the tree, opening an opportunity for a dense prefix. However, such dense prefixes are irregular, not aligned to levels like dense suffixes, and so interfere with set operations. While dense prefixes may be useful for reduced storage at the cost of decompression time, at this time we only implement dense suffixes.
Bulk CBLQ Construction
In the seminal paper, a CBLQ is generated from a preexisting n-bit bitmap in O(n) time. This is acceptable in the context of (monochrome) image compression, where only one CBLQ need be built. However, when translated to index building, one HD-tree must be built per encoded RSet, leading to a complexity of O(rn), where the number of encoded RSets r may be in the thousands or more. This construction method is thus intractable in this context.
A key insight into an alternative is that, if we assume equality encoding (in which the encoded RSets are simply bins stored as RSets), the per-bin RSets represent predominantly empty space (i.e., few RIDs). Indeed, for a dataset of n points and b bins (distinct values under binning), exactly n RIDs are scattered among n · b total possible RIDs that could be represented by b RSets. A more efficient HD-tree construction algorithm, then, could skip over theses runs in bulk, rather than examining every individual RID (as the original algorithm implicitly does).
Therefore, we consider a method for pushing runs of absent/present RIDs into an incrementally-built HD-tree. This allows the index to be built with a single scan of the input data (again assuming equality encoding). During this scan, runs of RIDs falling into the same bin are collected, then pushed all at once into the bin's corresponding HD-tree. At most n such runs will be pushed across all RSets.
We implement this run-pushing ability using a structure we call the HD-tree builder. When building a kHD-tree over a dataset of size n, which will result in an HD-tree of = 1 k log 2 n levels, this structure consists of two parts:
• levels: an array of length of lists of HD-tree words 3 , each initially empty; and • pwords: an array of of length of partial HD-tree words, each an initially-empty partial word (i.e., a small list holding between 0 and 2 k − 1 HD-tree codes) The HD-tree builder exposes a single function, push_-run(count, is_filled), a call to which indicates the next count RIDs should be recorded as either either present or absent in the HD-tree (depending on the boolean value of is_filled). An "absent" RID push is used to "catch up" a HD-tree builder to the current RID position before pushing a run of "present" RIDs. The push_run implementation is given in Algorithm 1. After a series of calls with total count of n, the final HD-tree may be retrieved by concatenating
Though a single invocation of push_run is O( ) = O(log n), the worst-case amortized time for c calls with total count of n can be shown to be O(c log As it turns out, push_run makes the perfect generic RSetbuilding interface. Many RSet representations can be build from runs efficiently; for example, FastBit already offers a similar push_bits function for building WAH bitmaps. In the worst case, as a fallback for RSet representations requiring "full context," push_run can collect all pushes internally, after which the RSet may be built using the full-context algorithm. Therefore, our generic indexing algorithm presented in Section 5 is based on this interface.
Bulk CBLQ Set Operations
While bulk construction makes building a HD-tree index feasible, query evaluation runs into its own bottleneck: set 3 We use the terms "array" and "list" here to refer to "fixedsized array" and "dynamically-sized array", respectively 4 Intuition: while any single push may be O(log n) due to the whole "partial word" array being "almost full," this worstcase state cannot be sustained over many pushes, and so the complexity per push of length p tends to O(log p). The total cost of pushes p1, . . . , pc is then i log pi = log i pi. Since i pi = n, this cost is maximized when p1, . . . , pc = n/c. operations. As touched on in Section 3.2 and covered in further detail in Section 5.2, set operations on RSet representations (HD-trees, in this case) are key to producing a single result RSet from many encoded RSets during query processing. The original CBLQ paper presents a generic algorithm to apply any binary set operation to a pair of CBLQs. Yet, when adapted to HD-trees and used to combine more than a few RSets during query processing, performance suffers relative to other RSet representations, e.g., WAH. In particular, for equality encoded indexes, the "union" operation especially becomes a bottleneck, as most queries require merging many bins. Thus, a more efficient HD-tree set operations algorithm is needed.
The original CBLQ set operations algorithm processes a pair of CBLQs at a time, using an action queue-based breadth-first traversal [15] . The queue holds actions, which each operate on the next word of either the left CBLQ, right CBLQ, or both. Examples include copy-left, delete-right, and union, respectively. Initially, the queue contains a single action, the set operation to apply (e.g., union). Each step, an action is popped, and a corresponding word is popped from one or both operand CBLQs. The action is applied to these word(s) via an action table, producing a new word (unless it's a delete action) and (optionally) new actions to enqueue. The algorithm terminates when the queue is empty.
This algorithm can be adapted to HD-trees for n-ary set operations via a binary expression tree. Yet, this approach is inefficient. First, it is not cache friendly: an expression tree involves jumping between many pairs of HD-trees, reducing the benefit of caching from previous operations. Second, for n operands, a total of 2n − 2 HD-trees will be traversed, and these HD-trees will get progressively larger as they are combined. Ideally, only the original n HD-trees would be traversed, with no large intermediate HD-tree(s) to process.
We propose a radically different approach, which exhibits better cache efficiency and no redundant processing of HDtrees. As opposed to the binary, word-wise traversal employed by the original algorithm to process two HD-trees at a time word-by-word, our n-ary, level-wise traversal algorithm processes n operand HD-trees simultaneously (eliminate redundant processing), and interleaves processing of operands on a tree level-by-level basis (for greater cache friendliness).
The algorithm's details are difficult to explain, either via text or pseudocode, due to the amount of bookkeeping necessary. Instead, due to space constraints, we provide Figure 4 to depict simple run of the algorithm to union three 2HD-trees of height 2, covering a voxel space of 16 elements (also shown). The algorithm is inductive in nature: for each level, the number of output words, initial actions to apply to those words ("actions"), and the mapping from operand input words to output words ("mappings[]") are all assumed to be known. Based on this information, all words from the current level across all input operands ("operands[]") are consumed and applied to the current level of the output HDtree ("output"), and the antecedent information for the next level is computed. The initial state (i.e., the inductive base case) is trivial to compute: exactly one output word, the initial set operation in question applies to it, and the single input word from each operand maps to the single output word.
As a final refinement, we have also developed a hard-coded n-ary union algorithm, since union is so heavily used in, e.g., equality encoding. It follows the same principles as the general n-ary algorithm, but forgoes a transition table for bit-wise operations, and as well as a few other optimizations.
Efficient CBLQ Conversion
The final important algorithm for handling HD-trees in indexing and query is conversion to RID list. While intermediate query processing will use HD-trees internally, the user will generally want query results in RID list form, and other functions, such as candidate checks, may also rely on RID lists. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no RID conversion algorithm (or equivalent) for CBLQs has proposed in the literature.
Thus, in developing a suitable conversion algorithm for HD-trees, we first apply the natural approach: a breadth-first traversal, since HD-trees are breadth-first structures. The algorithm is straightforward: maintain a queue of current RID offsets, initialized to a single 0. Each iteration, pop an RID offset and the next kHD-tree: the offset corresponds to the offset of that word's dyadic interval. Each 1-code encountered should emit a run of RIDs (determined by the popped offset, code position, and current tree level), whereas 2-codes enqueue new offsets (determined by the same).
While this algorithm works, we have developed a second approach. Counter-intuitively, a depth-first traversal of the breadth-first HD-tree structure ends up achieving faster conversion. In order to iterate the "wrong way," the algorithm uses the starting offset of each tree level in the HD-tree word list, computed at HD-tree construction time, to initialize a list of per-level pointers, which it then "walks" left-to-right across the tree. This depth-first algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
At first glance, this recursive algorithm does not appear efficient, as the call to RIDConvDFHelper cannot be eliminated via tail recursion elimination. However, the maximum recursion depth is limited by the max HD-tree height, which itself is tightly bounded: 64/k , assuming 64-bit RIDs (any higher and the HD-tree could overflow the RID type). Given that the main loop body is quite short, it is possible to fully unroll this recursion, yielding a deeply-nested loop (in maAlgorithm 2 Depth-first HD-tree to RID conversion 
GENERALIZED INDEXING AND QUERY
Having presented a novel RSet representation RSet representation based on observations about a generalized valuesliced index model, we finish by presenting PIQUE, our implementation of this unified indexing and query model. An overview of PIQUE's generic indexing algorithm is given Algorithm 3, and the generic query algorithm is discussed in Section 5.2 below.
To underscore PIQUE's modularity, we list the following quantizations, RSet representations, and index encodings currently supported:
• Quantizations: user-specified bin boundaries, "precision" binning (from FastBit [19] ), "significant-bits" binning (from ALACRITY [13] ) • RSet representations: kHD-tree, WAH (from FastBit), uncompressed bitmaps, compressed/uncompressed inverted indexes (work-in-progress, from ALACRITY) • Encodings: equality, range, interval, binary [5, 6] Adding new implementations is straightforward. PIQUE is written predominantly in in C++, and each categories above uses object-oriented polymorphism to admit new algorithms/data structures as drop-in replacements. For instance, there is a set of classes for precision quantization, another set for WAH bitmaps, and a third for interval encoding.
Indexing
The core of the indexing algorithm relies on "RSet builder" concept developed in Section 4.2. Following this model, each RSet representation must provide an associated stateful "incremental builder" (denoted as Builder in the algorithm), representing a partially-built RSet and with two member functions: push_run(length, is f illed) (for pushing a run of length present/absent RIDs, depending on is f illed), and and getFinalRSet(), to convert to a true, completed RSet. As discussed in Section 4.2, it is always possible to write a builder for a given RSet representation.
Indexing proceeds in two phases. First, the algorithm scans the dataset, quantizing the data and identifying runs of equal quantized keys. These runs are added to RSet builders via the push_run interface, with a new RSet builder being instantiated whenever a new quantized key is seen. At the end of this scan, the RSet builders are sorted by quantized key and converted to completed bin RSets. We use RSets to store bin RIDs, rather than some other data structure, because RSets are the natural output from builders, are assumedly space-efficient, and are conducive for index encoding in the next phase.
During the second phase, the chosen index encoding is consulted, and the bin RSets are composed into the final encoded RSets according to the pattern returned. As an optimization, some encodings have a specialized routines. For instance, under range encoding, the ith encoded RSet (Ei) is the union of bin RSets 1 through i (R(B1), . . . , R(Bi)). Instead of computing this directly, we use Ei = Ei−1 ∪ R(Bi), reusing previous encoded RSets to reduce union operations from 
Query Processing
Unlike the indexing algorithm, which entails several practical considerations vs. the theoretical definition, query processing for a single variable is fairly straightforward, and is implemented essentially as presented earlier in Definition 3.2:
1. find the range of touched bin IDs based on the query, 2. use the index decoder to determine which RSets are needed to compute the union of these bins, 3. read those encoded RSets from disk, and 4. evaluate the expression returned by the index decoder using the read RSets.
PIQUE also supports multivariate queries, consisting of one or more equality constraints (e.g., temperature = 300) and/or range constraints (e.g., 100 < temperature < 200) combined with standard boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT). In such a multivariate query, all constituent single-variable constraints are first evaluated using the above procedure. However, instead of returning RID lists, these queries are set to return RSets without conversion. Then, an expression tree is formed, and these intermediate RSets are combined via set operations (union for OR, intersection for AND, complement for NOT). The final RSet returned at the root is then converted to an RID list for the user.
Currently, candidate checks are not yet implemented for single-variable constraints; all queries are answered solely from the index. However, as discussed in Section ??, it is feasible to implement candidate checks under the generalized query processing model, and we plan to do so in the future.
Parallelization
The common way to parallelize indexing and query is to divide the input data into chunks ("partitions"), then index/query each independently. Traditional DBMSs term this technique "horizontal partitioning," and it is also used by FastQuery [8] (parallel FastBit) and DIRAQ [14] (parallel ALACRITY). We adopt this approach in PIQUE.
Even still, several approaches exist to build a partitioned index in parallel. In PIQUE, we opt for a single, shared index file (mainly to simplify query processing), so file synchronization is a concern. The most straightforward way to regulate shared index file access is to pre-allocate input data partitions across cores, then use MPI collective I/O to maintain file synchronization. At each step, each rank would read its next allocated partition, index it, exchange index size information globally, then participate in a collective write to file. However, this approach is susceptible to stragglers: between collective writes, progress is made only at the speed of the slowest core.
In PIQUE, we loosen synchronization in the following way. First, a single core is designated as the "controller." Each rank still operates on pre-allocated partitions, but when a core finishes indexing a partition, it messages the controller with that index partition's length. In response, the controller returns the next available file offset, incrementing the current offset by the partition's length. On receiving a file offset, the indexing core can write its index partition and immediately proceed to the next input partition. In this way, faster cores may proceed while slow cores are still working. The straggler problem is not entirely eliminated, however: each core still has a fixed workload. Work stealing could be used to mitigate this issue.
Parallel querying may be accomplished via a similar pattern: each core independently reads index partitions, decoding each one, with results being collected to a master core or file on disk. At this time, the parallel query implementation in PIQUE is still a work-in-progress; nevertheless, because query processing is inherently far faster than index building, PIQUE achieves good performance in our experiments. 
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Variable and binning precision 3HDTree 4HDTree WAH Figure 6 : Index build time (CPU-only portion) vs. variable/binning method, using 256 cores and varying the RSet representation used. The CPU time for building an HDtree index is higher than a WAH index, but this is offset by reduced I/O to write the index (see Figure 5 ).
RESULTS
Our central quantitative research question is, "How do HD-trees compare with other RSet representations under realistic usage scenarios?" To answer this, we measure largescale parallel indexing performance over real-world scientific datasets (Section 6.2). We then run a range of queries, comparing performance between different RSet representations (Section 6.3).
Two ways exist to measure this comparison. First, we could compare PIQUE running with HD-trees directly to FastBit or FastQuery [8] (parallel FastBit) running WAH indexing. However, this may cloud the comparison with confounding implementation factors such unequal code optimization, I/O library used, etc. Alternatively, because PIQUE is fully modular, and we have wrapped FastBit's WAH algorithms within our framework, the entire comparison could be done within PIQUE. This equalizes most implementation details, but could conceivably disadvantage WAH if any optimizations from FastBit were not correctly ported. Since each approach has advantages, we employ both sideby-side in our analysis.
Experimental Setup
All of our experiments were run on the Edison supercomputer at the National Energy Research and Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). Each node contains 24 cores with 64 GB shared memory. For non-parallel experiments, a full 24-core node was always reserved, to eliminate interference from co-resident workloads. Lustre parallel filesystems were used for storage in each experiment.
We run our evaluations using a large-scale dataset from VPIC [3] , a three-dimensional electromagnetic relativistic kinetic plasma simulation code, consisting of 7 single-precision floating-point variables: energy, x/y/z (position), and Ux/Uy/Uz (velocity components relative to the underlying magnetic field). However, we only use the first four in our experiments. Additionally, based on precedent [4] , we use a pre-filtered subset consisting of "interesting" particles, defined by energy ≥ 1.1, yielding 180 billion particles and a 5 TB dataset (750 GB per variable).
Indexing Performance
To evaluate real-world indexing performance, we use PI-QUE to index the large-scale VPIC dataset described in Section 6.1 with a variety of RSet representations.
Our first experiment compares the indexing performance yielded by the 3HD-tree, 4HD-tree, and WAH RSet representations on four VPIC variables (all within PIQUE). We repeat the experiment once each using precision-3 and precision-4 binning, for a total of eight variable/binning cases. Precision-k binning groups values equal to k significant (decimal) digits, and is ported from FastBit [19] to PIQUE for cross-system comparability in later tests. All indexes are built in parallel using 256 cores, to keep runtime tractable given the number of cases to test.
The two most salient metrics of the indexing process, storage footprint and build time, are plotted in Figures 5b and 5a. Figure 6 supplements these results, showing the CPUonly component of index build time. Note that, because this is a parallel index-building routine, there are multiple ways of measuring "overall CPU time." Here, we choose maximum CPU time across all cores as representative of a run (for all experiments, the max-to-min CPU time ratio was ≈ 1.12 or less).
The first notable trend in these results is that, for storage size vs. RSet representation, 3HD-tree < 4HD-tree < WAH holds in these experiments. Specifically, WAH is between 1.30x and 1.90x the size of 3HD-tree and between 1.14x and 1.58x the size of 4HD-tree across these cases. This implies that the HD-tree representations are significantly more compact than WAH in practice. Second, we see that all RSet representations yield similar timings on the same variable/bin method. Though the CPU time to build HD-tree indexes is higher (Figure 6 ), this is offset by the larger index size (and therefore higher write cost) of the WAH index (Figure 5a . These results support the conclusion that, despite offering the higher index compression, HD-tree indexing is not significantly more expensive to perform. Note: the time spikes for WAH on decimal-precision 4 binning appear to be primarily due to I/O variability; however, it is plausible that HD-tree indexing may be less susceptible to this kind of randomness due to reduced overall I/O.
Finally, indexing time and storage space vary with the variable and binning method used, regardless of RSet representation. It turns out this trend correlates very strongly with the number of bins produced; for all variables, precision-4 binning yields 7-8x as many bins as precision-3, explaining the higher storage cost in these cases.
Surprisingly, variable z yields over 10x more bins than any other variable. The root cause is central value (e.g., mean): x and y are centered around roughly +160 and −160, respectively, whereas z is centered at 0. The IEEE floating-point format concentrates exponentially more values at small absolute values (e.g., roughly the same number of values lie in (−1, 1) as in (−∞, 1] ∪ [1, ∞)) 5 . Thus, small deviations around 0 give rise to many new bins.
To conclude, we infer that the HD-tree is a more compact RSet representation than WAH (by 1.14x to 1.90x across these experiments), with similar index build time (higher CPU cost, canceled by lower I/O cost). Additionally, the nature of data to be indexed, combined with binning choice, has a large impact on index size and build time regardless of indexing methods used.
Parallel Indexing Scalability
Also of interest is the scalability of the PIQUE system. While this paper focuses on generalizing indexing and query, and on the development HD-trees as a new index type, we still wish to verify that a parallel implementation of these concepts is viable.
To this end, the result of indexing the VPIC "energy" variable using 256 to 4096 cores (stepping by factors of 2) is given in Figure 7 , which reports total time and compute-only time for each method tested. We use precision-3 binning, partition size 2 23 elements (32 MB), and RSet representations 3HD-tree and WAH, all within PIQUE(we omit 4HD-tree to conserve CPU hours). Since the input data is kept fixed while the number of cores vary, this is a strong-scaling test. We also report the total time to build an equivalent WAH index in FastQuery [8] (note: an error occurred for the 256-core case that we were unable to avoid, so FastQuery only reports timings for 512 to 4096 cores).
The CPU portion of the indexing process scales very well; this is to be expected given its embarrassingly-parallel nature, provided there are sufficient partitions relative to cores, 5 This fact is unrelated to cardinalities of sets of reals; the set of IEEE floating-point numbers is both discrete and finite. as is the case here (≈ 22600 partitions worth of data). Past that point, the partition size would need to be reduced to maintain strong scalability.
When considering the total time of the indexing process, scalability at high core counts is degraded. We surmise this is primarily due to limited I/O scaling, both intrinsic and due to our current I/O model. As core count rises, a fixed 96 OSTs were available, despite the growing number of concurrent writers. Thus, increased write contention, as well as run-to-run I/O variability, contribute to a relative increase in I/O time at higher core counts. On closer examination, we determine the longest I/O time across any core in the 1024-core 3HD-tree run is ≈ 32.15s, whereas it is ≈ 102.76s for 2048 and ≈ 76.05s for 4096 cores (a similar trend holds for WAH). The addition of I/O middleware and/or index aggregation [14] could reduce this I/O contention and jitter.
Finally, we note the FastQuery timings are higher than those for PIQUE. Since PIQUE's WAH implementation simply invokes the FastBit library, we believe this timing disparity must come from FastQuery's I/O handling, which is based on fully-collective HDF5 I/O, versus PIQUE's use of mostly-independent I/O (Section 5.3).
Query Performance
Now, we turn to query performance. In order to facilitate more experiments, indexes for this test are built over a 2 35 element subset of the VPIC "energy" variable (= 128 GB, or about 1/6 of the original variable). All queries are indexonly queries, returning a list of RIDs answering the query constraint. Query time includes 1) index reading to retrieve necessary encoded RSets, 2) the "index decoding" step (i.e., union all RSets loaded), and 3) converting the result RSet representation to an RID list. It does not, however, include time to write these result RIDs to disk, since this task is identical across indexing methods and would introduce unnecessary timing variability. All experiments were run using serial query processing (see Section 5.3); a single core is fast enough for these tests, and allows us to analyze key trends with less noise.
In comparing WAH and HD-tree indexes, we consider two index parameters as experimental factors. First, since relative performance clearly depends on query selectivity, we range query selectivity from ≈ 33% to ≈ 1.7%. Second, we expect quantization (binning) to have significant impact; therefore, we repeat the experiment for precision-3 and precision-4 binning. Figure 8 reports the experiment results, and includes timings for equivalent queries using FastQuery.
Comparison of bytes read between 3HD-tree/4HD-tree and WAH appears complicated, but ultimately is based on the density (i.e., fraction of RIDs present) of bins used to answer the query. The HD-tree exhibits superior compression at most densities, but at very low densities WAH is marginally better. Bins in the precision-3 index are relatively more dense (due to coarser binning). Also, in this particular dataset, lower energy values are more common, leading to denser bins. Hence, HD-trees induce less I/O for lower-cardinality binning and for queries touching lower values (denser bins); in other cases, HD-tree I/O is similar to, but marginally higher than, WAH.
Between the HD-trees, 3HD-tree generally reads fewer bytes, but costs more CPU time, than 4HD-tree. This is because 4HD-trees use larger words, which improve set operations efficiency but increase "internal fragmentation" in HD-tree words, reducing compression.
The results also indicate HD-tree methods are generally faster in CPU time than WAH. However, this trend reverses for low-selectivity queries under precision-3 binning, where WAH is faster. Both trends can be explained as follows. Individual binary set operations on WAH compressed bitmaps are faster than those on HD-trees, but WAH has no analogue of the n-ary HD-tree union algorithm, and thus pays a progressively higher relative cost as more operands (i.e., bins) are introduced. Thus, a higher-precision index with more bins benefits HD-tree. Also, counter-intuitively, higher-selectivity queries for this dataset (i.e. toward the right of the plot) actually induce more touched bins, due to complement-wise evaluation (see below); hence, HD-trees do relatively well these cases, as well.
There is one further detail on the above experiment. Any range query over an equality-encoded index may be answered either directly (returning touched bins) or by complement (returning the complement of untouched bins). In real-world use, a heuristic must select the predicted faster mode; here, however, an imperfect heuristic might invalidate our results. Therefore, we run every experiment in both direct and complement mode, reporting timings from the mode yielding lower total time in each experiment. Complement mode is active in many energy ≥ 1.15 cases and a few energy ≥ 1.2 cases, with WAH benefiting from it most often, and 3HD-tree least. The transition to/from complement mode causes the inflection points seen in CPU time and I/O plots.
FastQuery appears noticeably slower than PIQUE (the Y-axis cuts off to preserve a detailed scale). Since PIQUE's code for WAH is borrowed directly from FastQuery, we believe the I/O model must differentiate the systems' performance (collective HDF5 I/O vs. independent I/O, respectively). Also, it may be that FastQuery performs expensive candidate checks, despite our use of bin-aligned queries.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Motivated by recent developments in scientific indexing, we pursue and develop a formal model unifying the bitmap index with other existing indexing methods. We also show a proof-of-concept implementation of this model (PIQUE) that supports multiple quantizations, RSet representations, and encodings techniques from throughout the literature. Finally, we present the hyperdyadic tree index as a new type of index for scientific data, fitting it neatly within this unified framework. Our analysis shows promising performance for HD-trees in real-world scenarios: substantially smaller index footprints than existing bitmap methods, with comparable or superior query performance for high-cardinality data and/or high-selectivity queries.
Our model's abstraction of RSet representation for indexing opens up many possibilities for future work. Beyond our adaptation of CBLQ quadtree coding to create the HD-tree, other quadtree-based codings may be adapted for indexing, including FBLQ [7] and Linear Quadtrees (LQTs) [10] . While FBLQ is closely related CBLQ coding, LQTs are depth-first in nature and would likely exhibit different performance characteristics. Another area of potential interest is the application of lossy compression techniques to valuesliced indexing. Previous Bloom filter-based work [1] studied this idea for bitmap indexes, but with the new context of RSet representations, it may be possible to leverage more general lossy (image) compression techniques as well.
Another intriguing area for evaluation is the potential to combine the new HD-tree RSet representation with existing index encodings (originally intended only for bitmap indexes) using the value-sliced indexing model and PIQUE. We would expect the trend of substantially smaller indexes vs. WAH to continue, but development of an efficient lowarity set operation algorithm for HD-trees will be necessary for best performance under non-equality encodings.
